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For over 125 years, Lodge Cast Iron has been making heirloom-quality 
cookware in South Pittsburg, Tennessee. From humble beginnings as a 

manufacturer of machine parts and household goods, Lodge has transformed 
into a thriving international business.

After an expansion to meet soaring customer demand, Lodge now has two 
operational foundries and a new distribution center located on Tennessee soil. 

With this increase in production and shipping capacity, Lodge is poised 
to help customers make memories that last for generations.
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• 1896 - Started as The Blacklock Foundry by Joseph Lodge

• May 1910 - Factory burned down

• August 1910 – Re-opened as Lodge Manufacturing Company

• 1950 - Began converting from a hand poured operation to an 
automated molding process 

• 1992 - Converted from a coal fire cupola furnace to an electro-
magnetic induction melting system

Historic Overview

• 2002 - Introduced an industry first: Pre-Seasoned Cast Iron

• 2005 - Expanded line by introducing Enameled Cast Iron

• 2011 - Introduced Seasoned Carbon Steel

• 2017 - Completed $90M investment in new Distribution 

Center and additional foundry

• 2022 – Opening the Lodge Cast Iron Museum
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Founded as Blacklock Foundry in 1896
• Incorporated as Lodge Mfg. in 1910

• Celebrating more than 125 years

• Home in South Pittsburg, TN

Family-run and family-oriented company
• 5th generation family members

• Over 550 employees

Largest domestic producer of cast iron cookware
• Innovation leader: seasoned cast iron and seasoned carbon 

steel

• Over 120 unique cast iron SKUs

Lodge Cast Iron
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• use sourced materials from trusted and 

verified suppliers

• do quality inspections at each step of the 

manufacturing process

• provide continued training and education for 

our workers

• carefully consider customer feedback and 

complete rigorous product testing

• regularly implement industry advancements 

and discoveries

We take pride in what we do.
At Lodge, we…
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• You can cook on any kitchen stovetop, 
outdoor grill, or open campfire

• Our cookware can handle almost any 
culinary adventure or recipe

• Your food tastes better due to its 
incredible heat retention and naturally 
nonstick surface

• Cast iron is easy to use and made to last

Why choose cast iron?



Blacklock
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Overview
•Named after the original Lodge Cast Iron foundry,

Blacklock blends heritage with a lightweight design
and Triple Seasoned™ finish, creating a naturally non-
stick surface right out of the box

• Each piece is linked to a date in Lodge history, telling
the story of the original foundry while looking ahead
with the revolutionary Blacklock collection

• Released in 2019, the full Blacklock collection
features six expertly crafted products, including
a Skillet, Deep Skillet with Lid, Double Burner Griddle,
Dutch Oven, Grill Pan and Braiser with Lid

Click here for imagery

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/g4zofczvdqx65pw/AABN4aas-6953nRbKjXM1G15a?dl=0
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Features & Benefits 
• Triple Seasoned™: Three layers of seasoning

for a natural, nonstick finish for exceptional

flavor, and simplified cleanup

• Lightweight: Proprietary recipe of iron, cast

thin. Reinvented to lift, carry, and handle with

ease

•Durable Craftsmanship: Quality cookware

that’s trusted to last for generations. Extended,

raised handle adds comfort and stays cooler

longer for use on any stovetop, oven, grill, or

open flame



Bakeware 
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Overview
• Introduced in 2020, Lodge Cast Iron bakeware was 

developed with Lodge’s community in mind and 
features attributes commonly sought after when 
purchasing baking products including durability, 
versatility, even distribution of heat and American-
made

• The full bakeware line features nine expertly crafted 
products, including a Pie Pan, Casserole Pan, Baking 
Pan, Baker’s Skillet, and a unique Holiday Wreath Pan, 
along with a thoughtful redesign of the fan-
favorite Pizza Pan, Loaf Pan, Wedge Pan, and 
Cornstick Pan

Click here for imagery

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/54gjeslc1z2indo/AABmwp-aDiO00H32SxFa0ktYa?dl=0
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Features & Benefits
•Reliable Durability: Each piece is made to last and won’t dent, 

bend, or warp like other bakeware products

•Versatility: There’s no limit to what you can make in cast iron 
bakeware, from cookies and cakes to casseroles, pizza, and 
bread

• Easy Lifting: The new dual-handle design makes taking bakeware 
in and out of the oven comfortable and secure

•Quality Craftsmanship: All Lodge cast iron cookware and 
bakeware is proudly made in the USA



Grilling 
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Overview
• Lodge Cast Iron grilling is a full line of grilling 

products that help you savor the outdoors any 
time of year. From grilling juicy smash burgers 
to infusing your favorite meats and veggies 
with smoky flavor over the fire, the line features 
versatile pieces with the same expert 
craftsmanship Lodge is known and loved for

• The full grilling line includes a Round Grill, Dual 
Handle Grill Basket, Rectangular Grill Topper, 
Round Burger Press, Smoker Skillet, Kickoff 
Grill and the newly released Sportsman's Pro 
Grill

Click here for imagery

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/8ng6lhzovrsyy62/AADi5sXxftK048Z3YESEVCGSa?dl=0
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Features & Benefits
•Durability: Made with expert quality and superior strength that

lasts season over season, allowing you to create flavorful and
memorable moments for years to come

•Versatility: From smoking your favorite meat to charring
up seasonal veggies on the grill, products can be used to
create a variety of flavors and comes seasoned for an easy-
release finish that improves with use

• Expert Craftsmanship: All Lodge cast iron products have been
proudly made in South Pittsburg, Tennessee since 1896, giving
you 125 years of cast iron expertise at your fingertips



Package Re-Design
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Overview
• In 2021, Lodge redesigned its packaging for its

Classic Line, Chef Collection and Camping

and Grilling Line. This marks the first redesign

since 2012

• Its new design creates a

more aesthetic approach and breaks

down barriers for cast iron cookware

Click here for imagery

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/idtz0q04fydy9f0/AAB-bchijZO1e3YSG2kQlLgaa?dl=0


World's Largest Skillet & Museum Opening
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Overview
• Later this year, Lodge is open the Lodge Cast Iron 

Museum, a destination for visitors to immerse 
themselves in the history and behind-the-scenes 
making of some of the most beloved cast iron 
products, cast iron cooking and the robust culture 
that surrounds it

•As part of the experience, the World's Largest Skillet 

-- an 18-foot cast iron skillet— will be on display. 
Created by Lodge in Calera, Alabama in 2021, the 
skillet was seen traveling up 1-59 to South Pittsburg 
resulting in social and press chatter

Click here for press release

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CMkJXJYs5v55GxmjHFIlkNAbqoiZ7R6D/view?usp=sharing


Contacts
Marketing & Social Media:
Laura Candler (lcandler@lodgecastiron.com)

Press:
LaForce (lodge@laforce.nyc)
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Thank You!




